Ford explorer fuel pump relay

You'll be able to find out if the fuel pump relay, or the fuel pump Inertia Switch, or the fuel pump
is the cause of the No Start Condition on your Ford car or pickup. If your fuel injected Ford
pickup, van, or car still has the Ford relay, this bad boy will be a green color like the one in the
image viewer. If it has already been replaced with an after-market one, this relay won't be green,
but will have a gray body. This is no big deal, since the circuit descriptions are the same. You
will be able to use the info in this article to diagnose the fuel pump relay on your Ford vehicle
even if the colors of the fuel pump relay connector's wires are different! The core purpose of a
relay is to control a high amount of current with a smaller lower current. You might ask. Well,
every Ford fuel pump relay has two basic circuits and for the purpose of our discussion, we'll
call them:. The high current circuit is the one that delivers the voltage and thus current to the
fuel pump in the gas tank or on the frame rail. As you can see, there's really nothing
complicated happening behind the scenes with the fuel pump relay and the way it activates the
fuel pump when you turn the Key On and start cranking the engine. Ford Ignition System Circuit
Diagram 4. All Tutorials: 4. I leave dental floss in the kitchen and watch the roaches hang
themselves. This material may not be reproduced without the author's consent. As an Amazon
Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product
links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic
testing information to help you solve the problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2 Page 3 Page 4.
Testing the Ford fuel pump relay on the car is not that hard to do. You need a few basic things
and they are: Multimeter A digital or analog multimeter will work. Wire Piercing Probe This tool
is a time saver of the first order. To see what this tool looks like, click here: Wire Piercing Probe.
Jumper Wires You'll need two of them with alligator clips on both ends you can make these
yourself. Applies To:. Ford Vehicles:. Lincoln Vehicles:. Mercury Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this
link or you will be banned from the site! Hate Spam. The fuel pump relay, a small electric unit
which automatically opens and closes the fuel pump valve, controls the fuel intake of a Ford
pickup. The fuel pump relay of a Ford pickup, also known as the fuel shut off switch, is located
in the passenger foot well, behind the behind the kick panel and inside the fuse panel. In
addition to controlling the flow of fuel to the engine, the relay also keeps the electric fuel pump
from functioning after a collision, minimizing the chance of fire igniting after an accident. After a
collision, the fuel pump relay switch is automatically activated, preventing the vehicle from
cranking. The fuel reset indicator will be lit on the instrument panel. Once it has been reset, the
car will start. Farrah Jean has been a grant writer and proofreader since An avid reader, her
portfolio includes literary criticism and book reviews for "Dorrance Publishing," "Destiny
Images" and Enchanting Reviews. She holds a bachelor's degree in human services, a history
minor and a graduate certificate in health management from Saint Thomas University. She is
currently working on her master's degree at Capella University. If your Ford ever fails to start or
stalls on you suddenly, the first thing to check is the inertia fuel shut-off switch. The switch is
designed to trip and cut power to the fuel pump in the event of a collision, but you can also
trigger it by hitting a large bump or pothole as well. To reset your Ford's inertia switch, press
down on the reset button. Although the location of the shut-off switch varies by year and model,
Ford has stuck with a few common spots over the years. If you own one of Ford's pickup, SUV
or van models, you can find the shut-off switch under the dashboard on the passenger or driver
side, depending on what year it was built. If you own one of Ford's car models, you may find it
located in the trunk compartment. Refer to your vehicle's owner's manual for the exact location.
Robert Moore started writing professionally in He has prepared business plans, proposals and
grant requests. Moore is a state of Michigan-certified mechanic and is pursuing an Associate of
Arts in automotive technology from Lansing Community College. Writer Bio Robert Moore
started writing professionally in One of the worst problems that can happen to a vehicle is a bad
fuel pump. Without gas your Explorer will not run at all. With that in mind, most of the
symptoms of a bad fuel pump revolve around the vehicle stalling out or not running at all. While
being in the fuel tank makes the pump more reliable, it also makes it a lot more difficult to get
to. The good news is that fuel pumps are inexpensive. The bad news is that they cost a lot in
terms of labor to repair and replace. The engine may throw a P trouble code. Any trouble codes
that exist could be a clue. Sometimes when there is low fuel pressure, you may also get an
oxygen sensor related trouble code as well. The real issue with diagnosing a bad fuel pump is
that it resembles many other vehicular issues in terms of symptoms. One of the most common
signs that a fuel pump is going bad is a whining sound. The whining sound can indicate that the
fuel pump is going out before there are any performance based issues. Keeping an open ear
can save you from getting stuck somewhere with a bad fuel pump. Typically, if you are heading
up a hill or accelerating the engine may start to feel like it is just running out of steam. Now, a
bad fuel pump can also feel a heck of a lot like a bad catalytic converter. Both conditions will
make the motor feel like it is running out of wind when you hit the gas. A bad catalytic converter

will not feel as jarring. If you are unsure, check out this article on troubleshooting catalytic
converters. If you get P or P trouble codes with a scanner, it very well may be the catalytic
converter causing these symptoms. One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel pump is going
to be that the your Explorer is difficult to start. A fuel pump that is going out is going to feel the
same as a bad fuel filter. This makes telling if you have a bad fuel pump vs bad fuel filter very
challenging. How do you tell them apart? A clogged fuel filter will have high pressure on its
input side and low pressure on its output side. A bad fuel pump will have low pressure on both
sides. They are both going to cause the same hesitation at high speed and difficulty starting.
The only way to truly tell is to place a fuel pressure gauge on both sides of the line and get a
reading from both. A priming fuel pump sounds like a high-pitched whine for a few seconds and
can be heard with a sharp engine right after the ignition key is turned, but before the starter is
engaged. The symptoms of a bad fuel pump match a lot of other common problems that can
occur in the Ford Explorer. Testing the pump and pressure on each side of it are going to be the
quickest ways to rule it out. If there is anything you would like to add, please leave a comment
below. Good luck! Challenges Starting the Engine One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel
pump is going to be that the your Explorer is difficult to start. This page is for personal,
non-commercial use. The fuel pump relay is an electronic component that is found on virtually
all vehicles equipped with an internal combustion engine. It is often found in the fuse box
located in the engine bay and functions as the primary electronic switch that controls power to
the fuel pump. The fuel pump relay is usually controlled by the ignition or powertrain control
module, and when switched on, will provide current to the fuel pump so that it may function. As
the fuel pump relay controls power to the fuel pump, any faults with it can cause issues with the
fuel pump, which can cause drivability problems for the vehicle. Usually a bad or failing fuel
pump relay will produce a few symptoms that can alert the driver of the issues. One of the first
symptoms of an issue with the fuel pump relay is an engine that suddenly stalls. If the fuel
pump relay has an issue while the vehicle is operating it will cut off power to the fuel pump,
which will cause the engine to stall. A faulty relay may allow the vehicle to be restarted a short
while later, while a completely failed relay will not. Another symptom of a faulty fuel pump relay
is an engine that does not start. If the fuel pump relay fails the fuel pump will be left without
power. The engine may still crank when the key is turned, however it will not be able to start due
to lack of fuel. This symptom can also be caused by a wide variety of other issues, so having
the vehicle properly diagnosed is highly recommended. Another symptom that may hint at an
issue with the fuel pump relay is no noise from the fuel pump when the key is switched on. Most
fuel pumps will produce a low volume hum or whine which can be heard from inside the vehicle
if listened for closely, or from the outside of the vehicle, near the fuel tank. If the fuel pump relay
fails, it will cut off power to the fuel pump, which will render it inoperable, and therefore silent
when the ignition is on. While the fuel pump relay is a very simple component, it plays a very
important role in the proper operation of the vehicle. If your vehicle is displaying any of the
symptoms above, or you suspect that your fuel pump relay is having an issue, have the vehicle
inspected by a professional technician to determine if the component should be replaced. This
article originally appeared on YourMechanic. Autoblog is partnering with YourMechanic to bring
many of the repair and maintenance services you need right to you. Get service at your home or
office 7 days a week with fair and transparent pricing. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads
are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our
stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our
site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading
Autoblog. Here are the symptoms of a bad or failing fuel pump relay Check this out if you think
you're having fuel pump relay issues. Share 0 Comments. Engine stalls One of the first
symptoms of an issue with the fuel pump relay is an engine that suddenly stalls. Engine does
not start Another symptom of a faulty fuel pump relay is an engine that does not start. No noise
from the fuel pump Another symptom that may hint at an issue with the fuel pump relay is no
noise from the fuel pump when the key is switched on. Looking for an OBD2 code reader to
diagnose your check engine light? Check out dozens of great OBD2 scanners here Buy Now
Autoblog may receive a share from purchases made via links on this page. Pricing and
availability is subject to change. Auto Repair Maintenance Ownership. Sign in to post. X Sign in
to post Please sign in to leave a comment. View More. Thank You Thanks for subscribing.
Check your in-box to get started. Sign Up More Info. We notice you're using an ad blocker.
Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site.
Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the
option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you
have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned
off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to

perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please
follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Please enter a display name.
Cancel Change Name. Home Ford Explorer Fuel System fuel pressure. I have this explorer,
stopped running, took it to the repair garage, they said it was a fuel pump. I replaced the pump,
filter. Truck started, ran for mins then shut down. I checked for fuel pressure, none. I am getting
voltage to the fuel pump relays, and to the inertia switch. I will check voltage at the pump
harness. If ok, I will jump in 12 v to the pump and see if the pump is working. Assuming it is.
What will be my next step? Do you. Sounds like a good idea-when you jump the pump and it
doesn't produce the pressure as required inspect it-lines okay on it-get rid of it Was this
answer. Hello: First of all this is not my truck, It is my sons girlfriend. And your reply is not what
I need right now. Getting rid of the truck is not an acceptable answer, sorry. Please respond
with a next point of attack to get the problem resolved. Was this answer. It is my sons girlfriend.
When I say get rid of it I meant the fuel pump-not the truck. When you apply battery voltage to
the fuel pump and it doesn't come on-check the ground if okay replace the pump. If it comes on
and still no pressure-inspect the fuel lines to the fuel pump and pick-up tube inside might not be
pulling fuel Was this answer. So, what you are saying is, if the pump comes on then I still might
have a problem with the pump system in the tank. Ruling out a kinked line going to the filter.
Now that I think about it a kink in the line the braided end next to the tank from the tank to the
filter sounds like it could be the whole problem that would explain no fuel and no pressure. But
what I am after is, say the pump fires up and the truck starts, proving nothing wrong with the
pump or the lines. And I dont have the voltage at the connector for the pump? Does the voltage
for the pump come directly from the inertia switch? Being that I have a constant 12 v terminal at
the relay in the fuse block can t I just jump from the hot terminal to the leg going to the inertia
switch therfore bypassing the relay to test for power at the pump Was this answer. You can do
that and also it verifys that the wire is good all the way to the pump instead of using direct
battery to the pump Was this answer. Do you know what the terminal number is that goes to the
Inertia switch? Disconnect the Inertia switch one of the pins the dark green and yellow wire
should have power jumper it -the pump should come on. No power go back and retest the fuel
pump relay, Power present -do something with the fuel pump-I have given you everything I got
on ford fuel system Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Fuel Pump??
Asked by B. It Has , Miles On It. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Where is the fuel
pump relay? Do you. The fuel pump relay is located under the hood. Please let us know if you
need anything else to get the problem fixed. Cheers Image Click to enlarge. Was this answer. In
the summer it has a sporadic starting issue. I have tried different keys in case it is a chip issue,
cycled gear selector in case it is a safety switch issue, tried foot on brake, tried neutral start, no
good. In the couple times I have remembered to listen, I hear the fuel pump. Usually this
happens to my wife, by the time I get there it starts, but it has now happened to me twice. I have
found that when this is happening, I can spray start fluid in air box, and it will immediately start.
Once started, and on the majority of the time when it starts fine, it runs fine. This seems to be a
fuel issue, but I cannot narrow down what is happening. I did replace fuel pump relay, with no
change in condition. The local shops cannot find it, because nothing shows on diagnostic
computer. This has never happened outside of the summer months. Please help! Next time it
does it, go behind the right front kick panel, locate the fuel inertia switch, has a two wire
connector, be sure you have power on both sides of the switch. This is the last thing before the
pump. Even if you hear the pump running it may be too weak to run the system. Installing a
manual fuel pressure gauge to verify this is the best way to be sure, should be a schrader valve
on the fuel rail to test at. Thank you for the advise about the things to do before replacing the
pressure regulator. But I am not sure how to check for pressure before the filter? As far as that
goes there is fuel flow at that point and plenty of it I am going to try the three things you
mentioned. Just to recap. Remove vacuum hose at the pressure regulator if pressure increases
replace the regulator. Pinch off the rubber fuel hose on the return line if pressure increases
replace the regulator. Thanks again for the advise and I will be back to let you know how things
turned out. Thank you, Ken Was this answer. Hi: I think I answered your question yesterday.
Just reply back to this post so I continue to get it. Otherwise it just gets added to a list. As far as
the pressure before the pump, basically, all you need is an adapter that fits between the fuel line
and the filter. It is easy to do. For all we know, the filter may be plugged causing low pressure at
the rail. Let me know what you find or if you have other questions. Remember, add to this post
or I may not see it. Please login or register to post a reply. I Can't Find It. All I Sponsored links.
Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Ad vertisements. In this article, we consider the fifth-generation
Ford Explorer U after a facelift, produced from to Here you will find fuse box diagrams of Ford
Explorer , , and , get information about the location of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn
about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout and relay. The fuse panel is located below and to

the left of the steering wheel by the brake pedal. The power distribution box is located in the
engine compartment. How to check the fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses
blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents. Fuse box location. Fuse box diagrams.
Learn more: How to check the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best
experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy
with it. Ok Privacy policy. Delayed accessory power. Power windows. Folding mirror relay. DC
inverter. Blind spot information system. Adaptive cruise control. Front view camera. Rear
camera. Rear climate control module. Power liftgate module. Variable Air Conditioning
Compressor. Active grille shutters. If electrical parts in your vehicle are not working, the system
may have been overloaded and blown a fuse or tripped a circuit breaker. Before you replace or
repair any electrical parts, check the appropriate fuses or circuit breakers. To check a fuse, look
at the silver-colored band inside the fuse. If the band is broken or melted, replace the fuse.
Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category
only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website.
These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Always disconnect the
battery before servicing high current fuses. Always replace a fuse with one that has the
specified amperage rating. Using a fuse with a higher amperage rating can cause severe wire
damage and could start a fire. Never replace a b
cost of bmw 330ci fuel filter replacement
arch python
96 caprice classic parts
roken fuse with anything other than a new fuse. Use always an intact fuse of the same color. If
a fuse blows again contact a qualified service center. Main Page. This website uses cookies to
improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish.
Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you
navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as
necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic
functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. Maxi fuses Yellow on the diagram. Maxi Fuses Yellow on the
diagram.

